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1. Dynamics NAV BC – (Cloud & On Premise)
Overview
We now offer the proven business management software Dynamics NAV BC as a cloud-based solution.
Be ready to grow your business using a scalable, cloud-based business management application.
Dynamics NAV BC transforms the way you work anytime, anywhere, and collaborate with clients
securely using automated workflows and Audit Trails.
There are two pricing options available Essential and Premium, with the ability to add Team members.
The pricing is on a per user per month basis as its cloud-based subscription solution.
Licensing covers areas that most businesses require to run.

Benefits On-premise:
The On-premise version of
Dynamics NAV BC is for those
companies who, for many reasons,
may need to have control over
their own server, and hence their
data, and / or need more
customization options than the
cloud version offers.
As with Dynamics NAV BC Onpremises is extremely flexible and
can be tailored exactly to the needs
of your business, no matter how
complex they may be. In other
words, Dynamics NAV BC On-premise can run business processes in exactly the way that is needed and
regardless of which type of business you run and in which industry. The solution has the functionality
you need to streamline and optimize the operation of the company while you gain full insight into and
an overview over the company's individual processes and how they affect operations in the company.

Benefits in the Cloud:
For smaller companies who may not have the time or resources to find the right server solution or to
run it, Business Central Cloud can be the right solution. The Cloud version of Business Central is not as
flexible and adaptable as the on-premise version, but you can, however, develop or buy socalled Extensions. Extensions are plugins you use to customize the solution, but without changing the
basic code itself. Therefore, Extensions are finished solutions, not real adjustments.

David Oskera - Senior Consultant at
KE Consulting.
Delivers solutions to meet customers’
requirements, Conducts GAP analysis
of business processes, is responsible
for testing and leading User
Acceptance Testing sessions.
Creates functional and technical
specification documents, Delivers key
user and end user trainings.
Handles complex financial and
transactional integrations with multiple
systems.
David’s skills:
✓ Test Script Development
✓ NAV modules knowledge
✓ Consultancy
✓ Training
✓ Bespoke solutions design
✓ Business requirements analysis
✓ Documentation and user guide
writing
David’s Testimonial:
I love that KE Consulting gives me a
great deal of work flexibility and
enables me to do something I enjoy.
David’s Hobbies:
Photography, ecology, film, mountain
hiking.

Dynamics NAV BC (Cloud vs. On-Premise): What to choose?
When implementing an ERP system, the first, and possibly most important, choice to make is whether to choose a cloud solution located
in the cloud on a rented server or whether the solution must be implemented locally on your own server, also called on-premise. Both
methods have their own advantages and disadvantages, which should be taken into consideration before choosing a solution. There is not
one type of solution that suits all companies, it depends entirely on your business needs. You should therefore analyse the company's
needs and then determine which method best suits your company's needs.

SaaS

Cloud

If you want to know your ongoing operating costs in advance and not be
surprised by sudden and unexpected costs, you can advantageously
choose a SaaS (Software as a Service) solution, where you rent Dynamics
NAV BC application hosted by KE Consulting. All costs in a SaaS solution is
included in one single price, typically a monthly license per user, rather
than having separate expenses for license and hosting.

A cloud solution is hosted on servers (Azure) operated by a vendor, such
as KE Consulting, and accessed through a device connected to the
Internet.

On-premise
With on-premise, you use your own physical servers and IT infrastructure
to host and operate the ERP solution. However, there are alternative
solutions when choosing ERP systems, including SaaS and Hybrid.

Hybrid
This method is a mix of both On-Premise and Cloud hosting. A method
that is becoming increasingly popular among companies. The reason may
be that a hybrid installation offers the same flexibility and easy approach
as a cloud solution as well as the same level of security and customization
as an on-premise installation. However, a hybrid installation requires the
same level of infrastructure, maintenance and internal IT resources and
competencies as a local Dynamics NAV BC installation.

2. Dynamic QuoHotel

Is your Hotel business ready to grow?
Digital Transformation with QuoHotel solution.
Built on Microsoft Dynamics NAV BC, QuoHotel is a comprehensive management software for hotel businesses which allows you control
all your business areas in an integrated way: from Online Sales, Booking Engine or PMS to Financial Management, including POS,
Purchases, Halls and Events, Spas and Wellness, etc.
QuoHotel stands out for being a hotel management solution with Microsoft’s CfMD (Certified for Microsoft Dynamics) acknowledgment.
This badge ensures you that QuoHotel takes all the profit from Microsoft Dynamics NAV BC technologic platform for your business.

FUNCTIONALITIES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Back-Office (Finance, Invoicing, Purchases, Inventory (F&B), Maintenance).
Front-Office (Check-In, Check-Out, Activity Booking, Services Sales, Board
updating, Parking, Cardex CRM, Room changes, etc…).
Hotel Chain Management (consolidated).
Additional Services – (SPA, Bar/Restaurant, Golf, Time Sharing, Events,
Housekeeping, etc…).
Multi Hotel, Multi Language, Multi Currency, Multi Country, Multi
Company.
Customer Loyalty.
Scanning ID documents.
Magnetic Key Room generation.
Pay-TV system.
Social Media Customer Satisfaction (On-premise, Reviews, Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram).
Point of Sales (POS).
Various Dashboards / KPI.

Contact Us

3. Tips and Tricks – Seasonal Inventory Forecasting in Dynamics NAV
Most clients already know that Dynamics NAV can automate your inventory replenishment by maintaining minimum quantity on hand,
but many are not yet aware that you can take it a step further and set sales/production forecasts for inventory over a period. This is helpful
as seasonal changes will increase/decrease demand for an item over the course of the year.
It is important to note that this blog article does not cover the Sales and Inventory Forecast function introduced in Dynamics NAV 2017;
this feature incorporates Microsoft’s Machine Learning algorithm that evaluates past sales and suggests future forecasts. This blog article
describes how to set your own Sales Forecast by using the Production Forecast feature, which will drive future replenishment (i.e.
Production and/or Purchases). A quick recap, Dynamics NAV evaluates inventory demand and supply through Master Production
Scheduling (MPS) and Material Requirements Planning (MRP). The MPS algorithm considers the demand placed on an item in a Sales
Order Line and Production Forecast. Of further note, Dynamics NAV takes precedence over actual Sales quantity above forecasted quantity;
meaning that Dynamics NAV will consume forecasted demand in favour of actual demand.
Let’s go through the basic setup requirements and some troubleshooting tips on how to incorporate sales forecasts to maintain adequate
inventory over a period.

Step 1: Setup Production Forecast

Step 2: Set Forecasted Quantity of Item

Create a new (or modify an existing) Production Forecast. As you
can see below, I’ve created a new 2018 Forecast.

To drill into the Production Forecast, click the Edit Production
Forecast button, which will open the Production Forecast page.
Tip #1: Set the Location Filter in Production Forecast

I find that the MPS/MRP calculation in general works more
reliably if you set the Location Filter to an actual location. In all
Dynamics NAV deployments, it’s always recommended that the
client sets a Location Code even if they only have 1 physical
location. In this example, set it to the BLUE Warehouse location
code.
Step 2: Set Scheduling Period

Typically, clients will forecast per month. You can set the
forecasted period by updating the View By field. This will
change the date columns in the matrix by the period you’ve
selected (i.e. Day, Week, Month, etc.).

Set Starting/Ending Date fields to cover the period that I’ve
forecasted for the item. Make sure that the Use Forecast field is
assigned the correct Production Forecast

Step 3: Enter Quantity per Item
Using Item No. 1000 (Bicycle), I’ve scheduled my sales forecast
for the bicycle item for Dec 2017 and Jan 2018 as shown below.
Entering a quantity in the Production Forecast matrix will enter
a record in the Production Forecast Entries table which will be
taken into consideration when running the MPS algorithm.

Step 4: Setup Item Planning Parameters
To run the MPS algorithm on the item that you’ve forecasted,
the planning parameters must be setup per item. By default, I
set the Reorder Policy: Lot-for-Lot.

After running the routine, notice that this resulted with the 1000
units that I’ve forecasted for Item No. 1000 in the month of
December.

Tip #2: Set Lot Accumulation Period to match the
forecasted period

If you forecast per month as I’ve shown you above, then
schedule for 30D or 1M as I’ve entered below. Running
a Reorder Policy of Lot-for-Lot for an item, Dynamics NAV will
consolidate multiple quantities into 1 line at the start of the
forecasted period. Without taking this extra step of setting
the Lot Accumulation Period, Dynamics NAV will disregard the
quantity that you’ve budgeted at the beginning of the forecast
period.

That’s all good based on what we’ve forecasted for the month
of December, but what happens if an actual sales order is
entered for that item. How will Dynamics NAV handle that? The
good news is that Dynamics NAV will take precedence over the
actual demand placed on an item above what’s been forecasted,
meaning; Dynamics NAV will consume actual demand that is
entered for an item off what was forecasted. For example, I’m
going to place a Sales Order for 500 units of the Bicycle and
schedule it to be shipped by Dec 15th, let’s look at the result
when I re-run MPS. Notice that 500 of the items originated from
the Sales Order I just placed, and then an additional 500 units
remain from what I’ve originally forecasted in December.

Tip #3: Create Stockkeeping Unit per Item when running
MPS

As I’ve indicated before, when running MPS/MRP and setting
item planning parameters, I find Dynamics NAV gives you more
accurate results when you forecast inventory per Location Code.
As an additional step, generate a Stockkeeping Unit based on
the planning parameters that we’ve setup on the Item level; you
can run the Create Stockkeeping Unit routine. In the example,
I’m only going to generate it for the BLUE warehouse location.

Step 5: Run MPS for the forecast period
Since working with a mix of Production and Purchase items, I’m
going to be using the Planning Worksheet to run the MPS
algorithm via Calculate Regenerative Plan function. Below is a
list of the fields that are used in the Calculate Plan prompt:
Select MPS checkbox.

What happens if we’ve forecasted below actual sales? Will
Dynamics NAV limit us to replenish only for what we’ve
forecasted? The answer of course is, no. Dynamics NAV will
schedule to replenish actual demand that’s been entered in the
system. For example, if I increase the original quantity
scheduled to 1,500 units, let’s look at the result.

Notice that the original forecasted quantity of 1000 units has
been completed consumed and Dynamics NAV is only taking
into only actual sales quantity.
This has been an underutilized tool that is readily available to
Dynamics NAV users that can help take into account seasonal
changes that may change the quantity demand of an item over
the course of the year.
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